This paper presents a new graph traversal based framework for sequential logic implication called GRAPHSIMP. Due to the prohibitive time and space cost, few previous work target the discovery of sequential indirect implications that span multiple time frames. By using an efficient graph data structure and incorporating a graph reduction step into the implication generation process, our approach provides an efficient support for sequential implication. Sequential logic implication has many useful applications, one of which is sequentially redundant fault identification. We show that sequential implications found by GRAPH-SIMP allow us to find more sequential redundancies than previously reported. Results of testing our implication algorithm against ISCAS89 circuits show that high implication coverage is essential to identifying redundant faults.
INTRODUCTION
A number of different digital circuit analysis problems need to know the effects of asserting various logic values throughout a circuit: automatic test pattem generation (ATPG) [I] , [2] , [3] , [4] , untestable fault identification [5] , [6] , circuit optimization [7] - [lo] , and design verification [I 11. Various solutions exist, and can be grouped into two major classes: static learning [I] and dynamic learning. In the context of logic circuits, learning refers to capturing the functional behavior of the circuit to more easily solve a given problem. Static leaming algorithms are applied as a preprocessing step; in contrast, dynamic leaming algorithms are performed as part of the circuit analysis procedure (e.g., during ATPG). In either case, logic implications are discovered and used to solve the various analysis problems.
A number of papers have dealt with implication algorithms [ l ] - [4] , [lo]- [15] . These algorithms are either structural based or Boolean satisfiability (SAT) based models. Kunz and Pradhan proposed a complete implication algorithm called recursive learning [15] , which gurantees to find all necessary assignments under a partial set of node values. However, in practical implementation, the depth of recursion must be restricted to keep the time and space expense with reasonable bounds. As a result, some implications may not be found. In plication engine proposed by Tafertshofter [I61 inherits the characteristics of both structural based model and SAT based model. Their implication engine derives indirect implications through set operation and law of contraposition, which are considered as two major current techniques to discover indirect implications.
In this paper we propose a new graph-based implication framework which is efficient in terms of both time and space. We focus on discussing the construction phase of this implication engine, which can be viewed as a static leaming procedure. Compared with dynamic learning, static leaming has several advantages. Dynamic learning is typically applied in the context of an ATPG, or other analysis algorithm, during branching steps. Implications found in dynamic leaming are only valid under a specific situation of assignments, which limits the scope of discovered implications and causes common implications to be re-learned in another situation. In contrast, implications found through static learning are valid in all branching situations. By using statically learned implications, a branch-and-bound algorithm will spend considerably less time backtracking from incorrect decisions. Moreover, it is usually expensive to discover indirect implications during dynamic learning, whereas many indirect implications, especially those unilateral indirect implications[2], can be easily found in static learning . Since indirect implications play a critical role in many processes, it is of utmost importance to perform static learning as a preprocessing phase in many applications.
Our approach distinguishes from previous approaches in several aspects. First, few previous papers discuss sequential indirect implication that may involve multiple time frames. Even though some of the implication algorithms proposed before may be applied to sequential circuits, the implication engines used are mainly combinational and sequential indirect implications that span multiple time frames are not targeted. The reason for this may lie in the prohibitive time and space costs. The implication algorithm proposed here fully supports sequential indirect implication as well as combinational indirect implications. Experimental results show that the execution time spent by our algorithm is within reasonable bound. A second characteristic of our implication algorithm is the small memory space requirement, considering the huge number of indirect implications found. Usually, indirect implications are either put in external data structures or included into the implication engines. Neither of the two ways outperforms the other in saving storage space for indirect implications. Our experiments show that an extremely large number of sequential indirect implications can be derived in static learning, which causes storage space issue if no explicit measures are taken for space reduction. Our algorithm overcomes this issue by incorporating a graph reduction procedure into the construction process of the implication engine. This graph reduction approach significantly reduces the space consumption, making sequential implication a feasible and attractive tool to apply in many applications.
Indirect implications are very useful in many processes, such as logic optimization [lO] , logic verification[l7], ATPG[2], and redundancy identification [5] , [6] , [7] , [18] . In the later part of this paper, we present an application of our implication algorithm to sequential C-cycle redundancy identification using the FIRES algorithm proposed by Iyer et a1. [6] . We also propose an efficient procedure called STEMANALYSE, to do the unobservability validation on stems, which is a critical step in FIRES. Applying the results of our implication algorithm, we achieved better results in sequential redundancy identification than the original FIRES did.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I1 discusses the basic concepts and data structures supporting the implication algorithm, Section 111 presents the implication algorithm, Section IV describes an application of the implicaton algorithm -C-cycle redundancy identification, Section V gives the experimental results, and Section VI concludes the paper.
BASIC CONCEPTS AND DATA STRUCTURES

Basic terms and concepts
We first define a few terms that will be used frequently throughout the algorithm description. For sequential circuits, static implication procedure is performed on all assignments in the current time frame (time frame 0).
The following laws are used in the implication generation process:
1.
2.
3.
Implication set for an assignment in time frame t:
Forward implication: If all the input values of a gate are known or one of the inputs is at the controlling value of the gate, then the output value of this gate can be uniquely determined from its input values. For example, for an AND gate, if one of the inputs is set to 0, then the output is 0; if all of the inputs are set to 1, then the output is 1. if
If Y = 1, then all gate inputs are 1, and we can add the implications of setting these inlputs to 1 to our list of implications. If Y = 0, we find implications resulting from setting each input to 0, and since at least one input must be 0, we add the common implications found. zmpl [Si, 0/1, t]
can be derived using the first ba:sic law described above.
if G is an OR gate: w ] is an impossible setting. In other words, M will permanently hold the value U. This law enables the algorithm to detect those nodes with constant values. Our algorithm includes conflict checking. If conflicts are not checked, the false values will create many useless new implications during execution of the algorithm, thus affecting the performance. The contrapositive law discovers at trivial cost many indirect implications that would cost at least one recursion depth to be discovered using recursive learning approach [ 151.
Extended backward implication further discovers some indirect implications that cannot be disc:overed by simply applying the transitive and contrapositive laws. graph node corresponds to a circuit node assignment. Each directed edge represents an implication. In implication graphs of sequential circuits, each edge has a weight that indicates the time distance (i.e. the number of time frames) that this implication spans. Figure 2 shows an example of the implication graph of a sequential circuit.
The weight of edge is an integer. Its range depends on the time frame constraint of the implication procedure. In our implementation, we restrict the implication propagation within 21 frames (IO backward time frames, 10 forward time frames, and the current time frame). So the edge weight ranges from -10 to 10.
The transitivity nature of the implication relationship is also reflected in the implication graph. For example, in Figure 2 
b. Graph reduction
By transitive law the implications of a circuit node assignment (i.e. a graph node) can be collected by traversing from the corresponding graph node, in other word, the implications are contained in the transitive closure of the graph node. Therefore, this graph representation has great potential in reducing the storage space for Transitive reduction can be done in a much easier way if the graph is acyclic. However, this is not the case for the implication graph discussed here, in which there may exist many cycles or strongly connected components. A strongly connected component actually forms an equivalence class, in which all nodes are mutually implied and therefore equivalent in the sense of logic implication. So we first identify those strongly connected components, merge them into single nodes, and then perform the transitive reduction procedure on the graph. As an example, Figure 1 shows how the implication graph in Figure 2 is reduced to its simplest version.
Algorithms invloved in this 3-step reduction procedure will be discussed in detail in a seperate section later.
c. Graph traversal
The implications of a node assignment reside in the transitive closure of the corresponding graph node and are collected by traversing from the graph node. Therefore, graph traversal is a key step in the implication procedure. There are two major ways to traverse a graph: depth first search (DFS) and breadth first search (BFS). In this work, depth first search is used in traversal. d. Graph initialization Graph initialization is performed at the beginning of the static implication procedure. It is a procedure that maps the functions of the circuit elements to a graph representation. There are two major things done in this procedure . Create the graph nodes. Each node represents a circuit node . Add the direct implications local to the gates in the circuit.
Since the purpose of the graph approach is to reduce memory space consumption, transitively implied edges should be avoided as early as in the initialization phase. Figure 3 shows an example of graph initialization. The original circuit is shown in Figure 3(a) , and the initial version of the implication graph, using only local implications, is shown in Figure 3 are both present in the current implication set. Therefore [f, 0, 0] is learned by evaluating the NAND gate in the circuit. In our implementation, the evaluation procedure is event-driven, i.e. evaluation on a gate is performed when the number of inputs with known values reaches the threshold value that make the gate ready for evaluation. For common gate types, such as AND and OR, the threshold value is the number of gate inputs instead of 1, since controlling value propagation is reflected in the initialized graph.
The forward implication procedure basically does graph traver-
sal while keeping an eye on circuit nodes ready for evaluation and adding new implications to the graph conditionally. Also, the contrapostive law is applied whenever a new implication is added to the graph. Many indirect implications are discovered through this way at trivial time cost. Graph traversal combined with forward implication can also be viewed as an independent dynamic learning procedure.
THE ALGORITHMS
In this section we outline several major procedures involved in this graph-based static implication algorithm. This algorithms is called G R A P H S I M P . Details of the algorithm are found in our technical report [21] . The algorithm is iterative, with each iteration it adds new implications. In each main iteration, graph reduction is first performed and then new implications are ,generated. Implication procedure consists of forward and extended backward implication operations as defined in previous section. Garph reduction consists of two major steps: strongly connected component identification and merging of these nodes into a si:ngle node, and removal of transitively implied edges. In our implementation, in merging a strongly connected component, one node in the component is selected as the representative of the component, and all incoming and outgoing edges of the nodes in thl-component are hooked to this representative. The original node!; within the component are then kept in a seperate record. During graph traversal, if a merged node is reached, the original nodes in the component are visited first and then traversal proceeds from the representative node.
To simplify the problem, only the combinational strongly connected components , i.e. those strongly connected components in which there is a path of length 0 between each pair of nodes, are identified and merged.
SEQUENTIAL REDUNDANCY IDENTIFICATION USING SEQUENTIAL IMPLICATIONS
One useful application of sequential implication is sequential redundant fault identification. Our previous work [20] illustrated that applying our algorithm SIMP (a comtiinational implication algorithm) to FIRE [5] , (a combinational redundancy identifier) finds more combinational redundancies than reported in [5] . In this section, we briefly review FIRES, a sequential c-cycle redundancy identifier, developed by Iyer et a1. [6] .
Definition 3 A c-cycle redundant$zuh, is a fault f o r which no test sequence exists after powering up thejaulty circuit and applying c clock cycles [6] .
The FIRES algorithm proposed irk [6] is a fault-independent redundancy identification algorithm for. sequential circuits. It identifies faults which require a conflict on a stem (a gate with two or more fanouts) as a necessary condition for detection. Since a node in a circuit can only achieve one value at a time, these faults are redundant. The algorithm works by first ;applying a '0' to a stem and collecting faults which are either not activated or not propagated. Unactivated faults are found through implication analysis. Unpropagated faults are found by finding unobservable lines caused by controlling values. Then the algorithm applies a '1 ' to the stem and determines faults which are not acltivated or not propagated in the same manner. redundant faults. The outline of the FIRES algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . We applied our implication results to FIRES. One important issue involved in fault collection in FIRES is unobervability validation for those stems that have all fanouts marked unobservable during the fault collection. As we know, a stem maybe observable even if all its fanouts are unobservable due to the fact that the faulty effects may be propagated onto multiple fanout branches and then reconverge, making the fault on the stem observable. This is also known as multiple path sensitization issue and often happens on reconvergent gates.
In FIRES, the unobservability propagates backward onto a stem si (the copy of line s at time i) if Stem unobservability validation in FIRES aims to verify there is no sequential path from the stem in previous time frames to any line in { p i } in the present time frame. The original paper didn't give the concrete implementation of this validation step. As we think this validation step plays a critical role in the fault collection -it determines whether the unobservability can be progapated further backward, we present our approach here. We solve this problem in a conservative way by not using backward propagation. Our method through forward analysis filters out those stems that have any chance to be observed. This approach guarantees that after filtering, the remaining stems are unobservable. Our sequential stem analysis procedure similar to combinational stem analysis. It marks sk (i 5 k ) and their fanouts as "affected" and proceeds the analysis forward in increasing order of circuit level and time frame. It also distinguishes between the nodes affected by stem si and the nodes affected by the same stem sk ( k > i) in subsequent time frames so as to terminate the procedure when the faulty effect on si cannot be propagated further.
We also applied our implication results to FUNTEST [22] , a sequential untestable fault identifier based on the single fault ATPG theorem provided in [23] . FUNTEST is simliar to FIRES in structure. The main difference between them is that FUNTEST doesn't cross the time boundaries in fault collection whereas FIRES does. We also achieved better results than reported in [22].
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the experimental results for ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits. Both the proposed sequential circuit implication algorithm and the sequential redunancy identification procedure were implemented in C++. Experiments were run on an HP 9000 workstation. Table 1 shows the results of our static sequential implication algorithm GRAPH-SIMP. For each circuit, the total number of implications that can be derived from the generated implication graph (#in@.), the actual number of edeges in the graph (#edge), the maximum edge weight in the graph (max ledge weighti), the number of graph nodes in the original graph right after initialization (#nodes(original)), the number of graph nodes after equivalence merging (#nodes(after merging)), the number of constants (#Cons.) identified, and the CPU time are shown. Constants are not counted as implications in these results. We do not discriminate between stems and fanout branches; therefore, they are considered to be the same node. Compared with our previous work which stores the implications for each node in a seperate set, the memory consumption is very low for this graph-based implication engine. The percentage reduction can be approximated by
( # i m p l + # n o d e s ( o r i g t n a l ) ) -( # e d g e + # n o d e s ( a f t e r m e r g~n g ) )
Sfim~l+Sfnodes(orzsInal)
In this experiment, the percentage reduction ranges from 92.3% to 99.6%. man (edge weight1 indicates the maximum time offset of the implications shown in the graph (not including those implied edges). In our implementation, we restrict the implication propagation within 10 backward and 10 forward time frames. It is interesting to see that quite a few circuits have maximum edge weight of 10 even after transitive reduction. The maximum edge weight for these circuits may go even beyond IO if we set the time offset contraint larger. Table 2 compares the results of applying our static implication results to FIRES and the results of the original FIRES implementation. The number of c-cycle redundancies identified by each procedure, the number of 0-cycle redundancies, and the maximum c, are shown in the table for each circuit. Again, the large number of implications found by our implication algorithm leads to the superior performance over the orginal FIRES. Table 3 compares the results of applying our static implication results to the FUNTEST procedure and the results of the original FUNTEST implementation. The number of untestable faults identified by each procedure is shown in the table for each circuit. "-" represents "data not available", i.e. result for the corresponding circuit was not reported in [22] . Again, the large number of implications found in the static learning phase leads to the superior performance over the orginal FUNTEST.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new graph-traversal based framework of sequential implication for use in many applications such as ccycle redundancy identification. By iterative method, contrapositive law, and extended backward implication, our implication procedure discovers at low cost a large number of indirect implica- tions. To prevent the storage space requirement for the large number of indirect implications found from becoming the bottleneck of this implication algorithm, a graph reduction step, which consists of equivalence class merging and transitive reduction, is incorporated into the implication generation process.
To show the efficiency of this algorithm, the static implication results were applied to sequential c-cycle redundancy identification. Incorporating the implication algorithm proposed here in the c-cycle redundant fault identification achieved better results than previous work [6] .
The implication framework proposed in this paper can also be applied to circuits with tri-state elements. The flexible structure of this framework allows easy extension to circuits with new gate types and multiple-value logic. Our implication algorithm can be efficiently applied to many other processes as well as redundancy identification. In our future work, we will investigate the effects of including this implication engine into ATPG and logic verification.
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